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Recent years have seen a progressive integration of the new media environment into people’s lives, studies, and employment,
which has had a profound impact on China’s social economy. It is unavoidable to conduct the educational reform of classical
literature in the age of new media. Data mining (DM) is a method for analysing and learning from data in databases and data
warehouses using artifcial intelligence. Tey work better together to create a solid foundation for decision-making analysis of
businesses or pertinent departments in many felds.Te BP algorithm can cause the weight to converge to a specifc number, but it
cannot ensure that that value is the error plane’s overall minimum. In order to correct the faw that the BP neural network is prone
to falling into local minima, the improved credible BP neural network used in this paper adopts the momentum factor. Te
fndings demonstrate that there is little variation between the predicted value and the actual value achieved by applying the BP
algorithm in the experimental group with order of magnitude standardised operation, and that this algorithm’s error has been
decreased by 7.38%. It demonstrates that by examining students’ test scores in a data warehouse with a neural network algorithm
in DM, we may discover potential patterns among the data.

1. Introduction

In Chinese universities, the main course for Chinese lan-
guage and literature majors is ancient literature, which is
crucial to the humanities. In order to meet the new re-
quirements of the state and society for higher education
personnel training, many universities across the nation are
implementing teaching reform and attempting to make use
of the convenience brought by information technology to
improve the teaching quality and students’ quality. With its
deep ideas and beautiful works, Chinese ancient literature
is a typical course for Chinese majors that draws in a lot of
students. Chinese students who were interested in con-
tinuing their education in the 1980s and 1990s tended to
choose Chinese literature as their major. In recent years,
new media has steadily reached every nook and cranny of
society and has become an integral part of how people
learn, live, and work. Reforming the way that ancient lit-
erature is taught has become a must-do trend in the age of
new media [1–3].

Te development of students’ aesthetic ability and the
passing down of traditional culture are given top priority in
the ancient literature curriculum, according to the needs of
the curriculum standards for pupils. Te college Chinese
curriculum standard also defnes the purpose of learning
ancient excellent works, which is not only to understand the
spiritual connotation of Chinese traditional culture, but also
to experience the positive signifcance brought by ancient
works with modern unique personal experience. Ancient
literature can also exercise thinking, screen out efective
information in the process of reading, and form its own
thoughts and opinions. For a long time, the problems in the
teaching of ancient literature in China, such as time-con-
suming, little efect, students’ lack of innovative spirit, poor
practical ability, passive learning style, and negative emo-
tional experience, have become increasingly out of harmony
with the development of the times. Terefore, learning
classical Chinese is not only to know some knowledge of
ancient Chinese and ancient culture, but also to inherit
traditional culture. It can help students build national self-
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esteem, cultivate their national cultural awareness, and
enhance their national cultural heritage. In the teaching of
ancient literature in universities, ancient literature works are
often ignored by teachers, or inappropriate methods are
adopted for teaching. Terefore, it is imperative to study the
teaching of ancient literature works.

Te traditional teaching approach frequently places a
strong emphasis on instructional materials, which somewhat
restricts the course’s coverage of ancient literature. Te
educational material, however, can be increased in a variety
of ways with the advent of the new media period. Giving
students’ subjective initiative wide reign, letting them work
through issues on their own, and deepening their com-
prehension and memory are all benefts of this teaching
approach. Additionally, it is crucial for teachers and students
to communicate when studying ancient literature. Te
contact between professors and students, however, cannot
be sufcient due to the time constraints of the classroom.
Te performance of students in the study of classical lit-
erature will undoubtedly deteriorate over time. Despite the
fact that some teachers are concerned with humanism, it is
simple to teach Chinese as a political and ideological lesson,
so they do not focus on how the article should be interpreted
as having felt. Second, the teaching approach is inefective
and the learning outcomes are unsatisfactory since it cannot
teach pupils in accordance with their potential. Te author,
therefore, explores the reform of teaching ancient literature
and ofers matching alternatives based on DM (data mining)
technology.

1.1. Research Innovation

(1) Inquiry learning focuses on cultivating students’
ability of independent thinking and autonomous
learning, which can make the course more fexible.
Tis paper illustrates the characteristics of inquiry
learning in ancient literature teaching: frst, the
openness and pertinence of topic selection; second,
the autonomy and cooperation of inquiry process;
third, the exploration and diversity of inquiry
methods; and fourth, the comprehensiveness and
innovation of ability cultivation.

(2) One of the most active areas of database research,
development, and application is data warehouse and
data mining (DM), which are also crucial compo-
nents of decision support systems. Tis work pro-
poses the use of data warehouse theory and DM
technology to teaching quality evaluation and ex-
amination analysis based on research into these
concepts as well as the peculiarities of examination
analysis systems.

2. Related Work

2.1.PresentSituationofAncientLiteratureTeaching. Liu et al.
pointed out that although ancient literature is diferent from
novels, essays, and other literary genres, it can also improve
students’ listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities
[4]. Maharsi et al. put forward the following: strengthening

the teaching of ancient literature and imparting knowledge
of ancient literature writing to help students understand the
society and broaden their horizons [5]. Rahman and Pan-
dian mentioned that many teachers used the fxed structure
mode of ancient literature to change the reading teaching of
ancient literature communication texts into fast reading
material training, which was a wrong way to obliterate the
characteristics of texts [6]. Secondly, researchers generally
believe that there are problems in the existing teaching
materials. Syrbe and others pointed out that when designing
teaching objectives, we should start from the diferences
between ancient literary styles and other styles. In the
process of sorting out, it can be found that frontline teachers
mostly sum up their experience and refect on actual
teaching, while researchers put forward ideas based on the
actual situation and supported by theories [7].

Walker et al. analyzed students’ psychological barriers in
reading tragic works through the reading survey of students
and then put forward the methods of psychological culti-
vation [8]. Proietti Ergün and Dewaele classifed tragic
works from diferent angles and discussed the signifcance of
tragic works to students’ life education [9]. Mierzwa focused
on analysing students’ feelings about tragic works from the
perspective of characters and teachers’ teaching methods
[10]. In fact, there are great diferences between Chinese and
Western tragic consciousness and expression forms, so we
should have such understanding and diferent teaching
strategies in the teaching process. Terefore, this paper
chooses the tragedy of ancient literary works to study.

2.2.DMTechnology. In general, DM describes the process of
removing secret knowledge and information from a massive
volume of loud, hazy, unfnished, and random practical
application data. Discovery knowledge is relative, subject to
certain assumptions, limitations, and disciplines; it is not
universally true or applicable everywhere.

Up to now, research on DM and knowledge discovery of
relational databases and transactional databases has made
some progress, and Karimi et al. have carried out optimi-
zation and transformation of association rule mining al-
gorithm [11]. He and Yin used the association rule discovery
technology to mine the university personnel information
database, trying to fnd out the factors that afect the de-
velopment of various disciplines and the relationship be-
tween them [12]. Hodge et al. use regression linear analysis
and association rules to determine what kind of methods are
suitable for what kind of students. DM is mainly used in
individualized teaching and curriculum arrangement of
students in universities [13]. Kazancoglu and Ozkan-Ozen
built on a comprehensive and perfect information appli-
cation to support high-level decision analysis, while the
transaction processing database undertakes the daily oper-
ational task in the enterprise information environment [14].

Hossain et al. made use of DM technology, and they tried
to fnd out the interrelation of various factors from the data
and found some new laws that were produced with the
dynamic changes of various factors to guide the school
sports research and teaching training and then found sports
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talents [15]. Li et al. also discussed and studied the
knowledge discovery of Web DM and unstructured data
[16]. Ahmad and Khan put forward an improved method for
K-means algorithm in clustering analysis algorithm.Tis is a
method that combines clustering algorithm with methods in
other felds. Experimental results show that this kind of
method can improve some defects of clustering algorithm
and improve the performance of clustering algorithm to a
certain extent [17]. Gong et al. put forward a new idea; that
is, the whole data space is divided into several subspaces by
data parallelism method, and then each subspace is clustered
in parallel, and then the clustering results are output [18].

3. Methodology

3.1. Establishment of DM Model. Under the new media
environment, the teaching form of ancient literature is af-
fected. With the change of traditional and single teaching
form, the teaching form of ancient literature in universities
has undergone essential changes. In addition, the teaching
mode of ancient literature in the new media environment
has broken the limitation of time and space, and the
communication of literature knowledge between teachers
and students is no longer confned to the classroom. Instead,
we should make use of network resources and media re-
sources to improve students’ appreciation of literary works
and enhance their literary literacy so that students can fully
grasp the basic situation of literary works and improve their
own understanding of literary works, their grasp of the
author’s thoughts and feelings, and their understanding of
the current social situation. For example, the appearance of
all kinds of false information will afect the teaching reform
of ancient literature to some extent.

Te course of ancient Chinese literature should adopt the
mode of combining students’ lectures with teachers’ sup-
plementary lectures; that is, teachers select certain chapters
as tasks and distribute them to students. Students prepare
them in advance and give lectures in class, while teachers
play a supplementary role in commenting, while some
difcult chapters are given lectures by teachers. Pass the
syllabus, assessment methods, task assignment, and other
learning materials to the group. Te syllabus is the overall
design of the course, and the assessment scheme can make
students clearer about their tasks. For example, exploring the
interactive relationship between literature and the society at
that time requires profound historical accumulation, which
cannot be accomplished independently by students who
have just come into contact with ancient literature, and
teachers need to analyze, demonstrate, and guide them in
class.

If the ancient literature teaching mode wants to fully
adapt to the new media environment, the university must
create a brand-new teaching idea, improve the traditional
teaching mode in essence, make the ancient literature
teaching activities break away from the traditional teaching
mode, and make full use of the computer technology and
network resources in the new media environment in the
ancient literature classroom. Teachers should be deeply
aware of their important responsibilities as classroom

leaders. Besides designing learning plans and imparting
knowledge, they should also focus on guiding students. In
the classroom, teachers can efectively enhance students’
understanding of ancient literary works and deepen stu-
dents’ impression of the works by playing multimedia audio
and video.

In DM, there are many diferent methods for mining and
analysing data sets [19, 20] in order to fnd patterns
and apply them. Classifcation is one of these approaches,
and people are familiar with its techniques. Te correct
classifcation of data will have a direct impact on the reli-
ability of mining results and the efectiveness of mining
patterns. Every object has been connected to a recognised
class label. Te classifcation algorithm creates a model after
learning from the training set then utilises this model to
categorise fresh items. Te classifcation stage predicts the
prediction data using the classifer that was created during
the learning step.

Te entropy calculation formula of the set D is as follows:

Info(D) � − 
m

i�1
pilog pi( . (1)

Clustering is a challenging frontier research hotspot in
DM. In some applications, clustering is also called data
segmentation, which aims to cluster data sets into
data groups according to the similarity characteristics of
data. Internal metrics are usually used when the structure of
the processed data set is unknown. It evaluates the per-
formance of clustering algorithm according to the inherent
characteristics of computing data objects.

A simple internal measurement method is that com-
pactness is calculated by some distance function, such as
calculating the sum of squares of distances between each
object in a cluster and the cluster center:

t(C) � 
k

i�1


x∈Ci

d x, xi( 
2
. (2)

Te degree of separation between diferent clusters can
be defned by the distance between cluster centers:

s(C) � 
1≤ j< i≺k

d x, xi( .
(3)

Te overall efciency of the fnal clustering algorithm
can be defned as using t(C)/s(C) to calculate. t(C) requires
o operations, while s(C) requires O(n) operations.

Te design of data warehouse in the teaching quality
monitoring and evaluation system is a complete and en-
capsulated technical architecture, which adopts the top-
down structure. Tis system divides it into six parts: basic
system network, data collection and integration, data
warehouse, data mart, multidimensional database, and data
analysis and display. Te functional hierarchy diagram is
shown in Figure 1.

Data Extraction Module and Data Source Monitoring
Module. Data sources are distributed, heterogeneous, and
autonomous, which can provide the data warehouse with
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basic information of teachers, basic classroom information,
teachers’ further education, and relevant government reg-
ulations. In the data conversion area, check the data quality
of the source system, form an inspection report, and deal
with the corresponding errors. For serious errors, the system
maintenance personnel need to deal with them on-site. Data
loading loads the data of data conversion into the data
warehouse and forms a report of data loading.

At frst, the dynamic itemset counting technology also
adopts the idea of partition, but it divides the database into a
number of blocks marked with starting points, and it can add
new candidate itemsets when searching any block marked
with starting points.

Usually, n-dimensional values are used to describe the
attributes of the training set of samples. Each sample rep-
resents a point in the n-dimensional space; that is, all the
training tuples in the training set are represented in the n

-dimensional space. Euclid’s defnition of distance is used to
describe the problem of distance. Suppose two points in the
n-dimensional plane; the distance between two points is

d x1, x2(  �
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n
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. (4)

Te improved K-means selects the initial clustering
center by combining the improved longest distance method
with the mixed clustering method. After improvement, the
parameter α is added based on the Euclidean distance be-
tween samples:

dF xi, xj  � α 

p

k�1
xik − xjk
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1/2

. (5)

Choose the class with the largest number of k-nearest
neighbors, which is the class of the given unknown sample.

3.2. Teaching Evaluation of Ancient Literature Based on DM
Technology. As a teacher of the course of ancient literature,
he should have a sacred responsibility, know his historical
mission, and be positioned as a disseminator and researcher
of national culture and traditional literature, rather than a
single teacher. Ancient literary works contain Chinese tra-
ditional philosophical thoughts, values, and aesthetic ideals.
Tey are rich in forms and styles, both theoretical and
practical, and are most suitable for students to accept. Te
interpretation of ancient literature can make students have
certain rational thinking and avoid students’ lack of logical
thinking ability. Tis is not a denial of literature, but a re-
spect for Chinese traditional literature. Tis kind of simple
content makes students’ understanding of ancient literature
deviate, and it also leads students to study only for exams,
which cannot reach the ultimate goal of ancient literature
curriculum.

Teachers use a life story to develop learning situations
and bring psychological impact to students. In relevant
discussions, students have a more intuitive understanding of
life. Students have intuitive perception of life, and life
phenomena, life events, life stories, life feelings, and so on
can all form new training contents. Teachers should closely
combine the contents of teaching materials and assign more
life-oriented training tasks to students. Teachers should have
the awareness of connecting with each other, think about the
content of teaching materials and the cognitive basis of
students’ life, and use various teaching aids to carry out
specifc operations so that life-like situations can play a
greater role in helping students, and students can smoothly
enter the learning process.

We must actively develop the teaching concept, enhance
the delivery method, and free the teaching activities from the
confnes of the conventional delivery method if we are to
adapt the teaching of ancient literature to the new media
environment. Boost student learning passion while also
improving the teaching environment and form. In order to
improve students’ comprehension and perception of ancient
literature, teachers and students should also make full use of
new media products, such as well-liked communication
software, to improve communication among them, break
down the physical and temporal barriers of the classroom,
and strengthen the communication of literature knowledge
outside of the classroom.

Te evaluation of university teaching quality refers to the
process of assessing the teaching efect and the degree of goal
realisation and making corresponding value judgments and
improvements through systematic detection and

Manage
database

Data extraction

Data warehouse

Analytical
application

The server

E-mail

Data warehouse
management

Client

DM

Figure 1: Functional hierarchy diagram.
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examination of the school’s teaching environment in ac-
cordance with specifc teaching goals and teaching norms.
Teoretically, it is rather simple to create a decent teaching
quality evaluation system, but the most important and
challenging aspect is making it function in actual classroom
situations. It can only be kept up for a long period with great
operability. In order to lighten the workload, most insti-
tutions now use the student sampling assessment approach,
which involves asking a lot of work-study students to help
count and input the evaluation forms before using
spreadsheets or standalone database application systems to
calculate the results.

A crucial element in the DM process is data preparation.
Te adage “Useless input usually results in useless output”
[16] is particularly relevant to DM applications. Te data of
some transactions may be inconsistent. Some of the inac-
curate data can be manually updated using outside sources.
In accordance with the properties of the processed data, the
LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm automatically alters the
processing strategy, processing fow, processing parameters,
boundary conditions, or constraint requirements. Te op-
timal processing outcome is achieved because it may then be
adjusted to the statistical distribution features and structural
characteristics of the processed data.

Te LMS algorithm is modifed frequently. Te weight
vector w in the network needs to be modifed each time the
data from the training set is trained. u can be represented as a
matrix:

u � w
T
x. (6)

Te output of the neuron is obtained once u is intro-
duced into the activation function:

o � f(u)

� f w
T
x .

(7)

Information gain theory originated from information
theory and is widely used in many felds. DT classifcation
algorithm ID3 uses information gain as an attribute measure
selection. Attribute measure can be regarded as a criterion of
selective splitting, which always heuristically divides the data
of training tuples with given classifcation marks into in-
dividual classes.

Assuming that there are N attributes in the data set, after
calculating the information gain value of each attribute, the
calculation defnition of weight ωA for each attribute A in
this paper is shown in the following formula:

ωA �
Gain(S, A)


N
i�1 Gain(S, i)

, (8)

where 
N
i�1 Gain(S, i) is the sum of the information gain

values of each attribute.
An extra momentum strategy can be employed to fx this

issue. To correct the faw that the BP network is prone to
falling into local minima, the enhanced BP network adopted
the momentum factor. Tis method, which is based on the
back propagation method, generates a new weight change by
using the back propagation method and adding a value

proportional to the previous weight change to each weight
change. Te following is the weight adjustment formula for
added momentum:
Δwij(k + 1) � (1 − mc)ηδixj + mcΔwij(k),

Δbi(k + 1) � (1 − mc)ηδi + mcΔbj(k).
(9)

Among them, i is the number of hidden layers, j is the
number of hidden layer nodes, k is the number of training
times, Δw is the increment of weight, η is the learning rate, δ
is the network learning error, x is the network input, and mc

is the momentum factor.
Te number of layers and units in the network’s hidden

layer is often chosen based on experience or through nu-
merous tests, and there is no theoretical guideline for doing
so. As a result, the network frequently has high redundancy,
which also somewhat raises the difculty of online learning.
Figure 2 depicts the system’s neural network model for this
project.

In most cases, BP algorithm can converge to the optimal
solution faster than genetic algorithm, but it is also easy to
fall into local optimum. Te advantages of BP algorithm lie
in its simple concept, easy realization, fast convergence
speed, and few parameters to be adjusted. Particle swarm is
not a single particle, but a set of multiple particles, so particle
swarm represents a set of solutions to a problem. Te fight
process of particle swarm is the search process of constantly
optimizing the solution set of the problem. We will cluster
enormous amounts of data right now. According to theory,
there will be lots of issues if the starting population is large.
We still need to set the population as large as feasible within
the circumstances of varied facilities, though, in order to
diversify the data elements. Given that in the initial stages of
evolution, the population will consist largely of the progeny
of exceptional individuals, the ftness values will be near in
the later stages. Currently, selection activities practically
bring the evolution of the entire population to a complete
halt since the benefts of the progeny of exceptional indi-
viduals are not highlighted.

4. Experiment and Results

After fnishing the preprocessing operation of the student
information database, we fnally determined eight attribute
information to be clustered. However, since the number of
student records accumulated over the years is a huge
number, this paper decided to select student information
and randomly selected 8 students to do 8 experiments with
this algorithm and K-means algorithm, respectively, and
randomly selected 100 student records in each group.

Te number of fnal clusters, the number of ants moving
during the iterative process of the algorithm, the running
time of the algorithm, and F-measure were used to compare
the clustering efects of the two methods after experiments
were conducted on the comprehensive information data of
eight groups of students using the distribution of the al-
gorithm in this paper and the conventional K-means al-
gorithm. Te algorithm could run up to 2000 times, and the
number of ants was limited to 70. Te results are shown in
Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 2 above shows that this algorithm performs
clustering better than the conventional K-means algorithm
in terms of the crucial F-measure value and processing
speed. Te clustering procedure has fewer moving ants than
the K-means algorithm does at the same time. One signif-
icant factor is the algorithm’s use of the adaptive termination

condition, which enables automatic algorithm termination
before the clustering aim is achieved. Students’ data is
trained using the BP algorithm to forecast the fring efect of
ore composition. For comparative training, there are two
strategies employed. Without order of magnitude normal-
isation, the initial data from a collection of experiments are
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Figure 2: BP network model design.
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directly preprocessed by normalisation. Eight input nodes,
four hidden nodes, fve output nodes, and a total of twenty
samples make up the neural network. Figure 3 displays the
discrepancy between the actual value and the expected
outcome.

Te fndings of the experiment demonstrate that there
is a signifcant diference between the anticipated value
and the actual value that was achieved by applying the BP
algorithm to the experimental group that did not use the
order-of-magnitude standardised procedure. Te error
between the predicted value and the true value produced
by learning it with the BP algorithm; however, it is
minimal in the experimental group utilising the order of
magnitude standardisation operation, and the error of this
algorithm is decreased by 7.38%. As can be seen, the
order-of-magnitude normalisation procedure improves
the accuracy and learning performance of DM outcomes.
Te main responsibilities of DM module of teaching
quality evaluation system are cleaning student data and
evaluating DM objects, extracting and cleaning student
evaluation database from teachers’ fles, and coding
transaction database into DM objects and generating
frequent itemsets in transaction database. Figure 4 is a
pedigree diagram of the relationship between subject
average score and teacher evaluation results, and Figure 5
is a vertical icicle diagram of subject average score and
teacher evaluation results.

Te relationship between average student scores and
teacher evaluation information, data output, and graphical
interface display are the above correlation summary models,
and the resulting relationship information is obtained. From
the relationship information in the chart, it can be roughly
seen that, relatively speaking, the higher the average score of
the students who substitute teachers, the higher the average
evaluation score of substitute teachers. It can be concluded

that students’ scores are higher, which generally means that
teachers teach knowledge in class and students accept it
better. Ten, through the evaluation results, the depth of
mining the association rules of students and teachers, the
acquisition of teaching evaluation results, and the classroom
factors and student factors of teaching, it provides decision-
making basis for future teaching.

According to the previous neural network model design
and the functions provided by the neural network toolbox,
we use MATLAB to compile programs and apply the pro-
grams to the training of students’ performance prediction
and calculation network models. After the training, test on
the test set. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the
actual value predicted by the model and the output value,
and it is not difcult to see from Figure 6 that the predicted
results of the network trained by this model are basically
consistent with the test samples.

Table 1: Clustering results of this algorithm.

Group Cluster number Number of moves Running time (s) F-measure
1 12 1851 6.165 82.512
2 11 1883 6.376 87.275
3 6 1558 5.866 84.765
4 10 2034 5.593 84.528
5 13 1440 5.873 84.55
6 13 1751 5.473 87.16
7 7 1570 5.566 85.012
8 5 1540 6.152 83.638

Table 2: Clustering results of K-means algorithm.

Group Cluster number Number of moves Running time (s) F-measure
1 6 2075 7.032 77.617
2 7 2330 7.4 80.551
3 9 2426 6.371 79.999
4 8 1592 8.484 79.917
5 10 2338 7.409 81.908
6 7 1969 8.416 78.882
7 8 1910 8.311 78.462
8 7 2235 8.59 79.104
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Figure 3: Te error between the predicted result and the real value.
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Next, the data of 100 students are used for prediction.
Te comparison between the predicted curve and the real
curve is shown in Figure 7.

By comparing the predicted curve with the actual curve,
it can be seen that the general trend of students’ academic
performance curve is consistent, so it can be considered that

the teaching situation of this course is normal and students’
learning situation is normal.

Introducing inquiry learning into the teaching of an-
cient literature requires higher quality of teachers them-
selves. Because in the process of inquiry learning, students
are diferent, and the inquiry topics put forward by students
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are also diferent, teachers need to be knowledgeable and
fully prepare lessons, not only for texts, but also for
students.

At the same time, through a large number of literature
reading, it also provides a solid theoretical foundation for
the improvement of experimental content and form
design and implementation skills. In the process of ex-
ploring topics with students, some tips are also learned
for fnding information from students. Tese are all
valuable experiences in one’s life.

 . Conclusion

Various network resources and media products lack market
oversight and management in the new media ecosystem,
which causes a plethora of unreliable material to infltrate
academic instruction. In DM, there are many diferent
methods for mining and analysing data sets in order to fnd
patterns and apply them. Classifcation is one of these ap-
proaches, and people are familiar with its techniques. Te
teaching quality monitoring and assessment system’s data
warehouse is designed with a comprehensive and integrated
technical architecture. Data conversion output is loaded into
the data warehouse during data loading, which also creates a
data loading report. To correct the faw that the BP network
is prone to falling into local minima, the enhanced BP
network adopted the momentum factor. Te order-of-
magnitude standardised operation used by the experimental
group, which is investigated by the BP algorithm, has a tiny
error between the predicted value and the actual value, and
the algorithm’s error is decreased by 7.38%. Modern uni-
versity professors can only improve the learning environ-
ment in the classroom, boost student’s interest, expand the
transmission of knowledge about ancient literature, and
support the reform process of teaching ancient literature if
they adapt to the development needs in the new media
environment, fully understand the power of using media
products, and integrate ancient literature with new media.
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